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The hierarchy of customer retention strategy in target marketing
Toshihiko IWAMOTO
Defensive strategy has been regarded as passive strategy avoiding competition.
But defensive strategy is an almost synonym of customer retention strategy and has
great significance in target marketing which identifies customers. So, I put together
existing basic formulas of defensive strategy and analyze the customer retention
strategy and the strategic framework of relationship marketing. Defensive strategy and
customer retention strategy which are both indispensable to the growth of the
corporation are reinforced by categorization of customer and differential treatment
through the concept of CRM（Customer Relationship Management）which creates
customer satisfaction and loyalty.
Keyword：defensive strategy, customer retention, relationship marketing, customer
relationship management（CRM）








































































































に顧客を分類できる （Jones and Sasser
出所：Christopher et al.［1991］p.22.
図表－2 顧客ロイヤルティの梯子


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































c u s t om e r s）→リピート顧客（r e p e a t
customers）→クライアント（clients）→メン
バー（members）→信奉者（advocates）→パ
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